Your Contracts. Evolved.
AI-Driven Contract Management for your Staffing Business
IntelAgree is an end-to-end contract management platform powered by AI. Our machine
learning reads key terms, clauses, and dates in your contracts so your team can focus on
impactful work, not busy work.

Proud to be a Bullhorn Marketplace Integration Partner
Get Unlimited Users, E-Signatures, Templates, & Storage
Support your company’s growth with a contract management platform that scales
and adapts to your evolving needs.

Improve Contract Visibility for Companies and Placements
View all contractual relationships with a company or placement. See key details
like contract names, contract types, statuses, effective dates, and expiration dates.

Accelerate Sales Cycles with Faster Contract Creation
Create and populate new contracts with existing data from Bullhorn. Plus, import
third-party paper or upload executed contracts to instantly identify key terms and
clauses.

Access Real-Time Information with Two-Way Data Sync
Leverage our machine learning algorithms to find contract data like standard
perm fees, payment terms, bill rates, and more. That data is available real-time in
Bullhorn so you can see what may have changed during negotiations.

Decades of Experience. Proven Track Record.
We’re the team that developed Bullhorn’s eStaff365, the first cloud-based employee onboarding system built
exclusively for the staffing industry.
Today, we’re helping staffing companies accelerate their contract management with IntelAgree.

888.657.8423 | info@colabs.com | intelagree.com

Why IntelAgree?
Reduce risk with complete visibility into your agreements

Use our searchable repository, contract summaries, and custom dashboard to get a comprehensive view of
your agreements. Plus, with free text and advanced structured search capabilities, you can instantly identify
areas of risk and discover opportunities to negotiate more favorable terms.

Optimize the contract review process with machine learning
Our machine learning can identify, extract, and analyze key terms and clauses, adding efficiency to the
negotiation process. Choose from standard “built-in” models or create your own, so you can find what you’re
looking for no matter your industry or contract types.

Boost efficiency with intelligent automation

Intelligent workflow automation enables you to know where a contract is in its lifecycle—whether it’s awaiting
internal approvals, in negotiation, stalled, or awaiting signatures. And with approval workflows based on
contract terms and types, you can route the right information to the right teams at the right time.

Improve productivity with our add-ins

With our Word, Outlook, and Chrome add-ins and extensions, you can quickly create, negotiate, search, and
upload new versions of contracts—all from the tools you’re already using today.

Get enterprise security & scalability with the cloud

Our Azure-based solution not only meets SOC 2 compliance standards, but it also supports secure and
regular software releases. Our platform is accessible from anywhere, so you can get mission-critical contract
information whenever you need it.

Schedule a demo to learn more.
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